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1 Introduction
Quantum elds on noncommutative Moyal spacetime [1, 2] present an UV/IR mixing phe-
nomenon [3] which may prevent the eld theory from being renormalizable. The obstruction
to renormalizability is caused by certain interactions between virtual particles with high
and low momenta which originate innities that cannot be absorbed into a redenition of
the physical parameters. Still, in some noncommutative theories renormalizability can be
recovered after an appropriate modication of the free-eld propagator which takes into ac-
count Langmann-Szabo duality | an interchange between large and small energy scales [4].
In fact, some renormalization properties of these modied noncommutative theories get im-
proved with respect to their commutative counterparts. This mechanism, discovered by
H. Grosse and R. Wulkenhaar, has been applied to 4 theory in four-dimensional Moyal
spacetime [5], where the perturbative renormalizability and the absence of a Landau pole
were proved [6].
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After the success of this procedure for a self-interacting scalar eld, the formulation
of a renormalizable noncommutative gauge theory along this line has been studied [7{9].
However, the joint implementation of the appropriately modied free propagator and gauge
invariance in a full renormalizable theory has not been accomplished yet. This open prob-
lem currently draws attention to the study of noncommutative gauge theories.
In the present article we study U?(1) gauge eld theory | i.e. the generalization to
Moyal spacetime of U(1) gauge theory | from a worldline perspective, representing the
trace of the gauge-xed one-loop dierential operator in terms of a particle path integral.
The worldline formalism is a very ecient method to compute scattering amplitudes and
other physical quantities in Quantum Field Theory [10]. Recently, the use of worldline
techniques in phase space has proved particularly convenient for dealing with nonlocal
operators, which are distinctive in noncommutative theories [11, 12].
One of the advantages of the worldline formalism to study gauge theories is that it is
based in the background eld method, so that gauge invariance is explicitly preserved and
a considerable simplication with respect to the usual diagrammatic technique is obtained.
We apply worldline techniques to derive a master formula for the one-loop eective action,
from which n-point functions can be obtained. As an illustration, we compute the so-called
planar and non-planar contributions to the photon self-energy. Planar terms, which contain
all UV divergences of the theory, provide the -function of U?(1). Non-planar contributions,
responsible for the UV/IR mixing, are shown to be given by terms containing nonlocal
operators with both left- and right-Moyal multiplication or, equivalently, by Seeley-de Witt
coecients which cannot be expressed as the Moyal product of the elds [13]. We expect
that the results presented in this article provide a useful tool for the perturbative study of
noncommutative gauge theories, in particular, in the context of Grosse-Wulkenhaar models.
The article is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section we present the
noncommutative Moyal product together with a few useful properties, and establish our
notation. In section 2 we shortly give the fundamentals of U?(1) theory, whereas in section 3
we apply the background eld method to compute the relevant (nonlocal) operator of
quantum uctuations whose heat-trace determines the eective action of the theory. In
section 4 we implement the worldline formalism in phase space to obtain a master formula
for the eective action, which is presented in section 5. In section 6 we explicitly compute
the mean values using worldline techniques and make an analysis of the resulting Bern-
Kosower form factors. After showing in section 7 the vanishing of tadpole contributions,
we study in section 8 the photon self-energy: we compute the -funcion (section 8.1), and
the nite part of planar contributions (section 8.2) as well as non-planar contributions
(section 8.3). Finally, in section 9 we draw our conclusions. Appendices contain some
material related to other types of worldline boundary conditions (appendix A), divergences
of 3- and 4-point functions (appendix B) and some mathematical identities which are useful
to prove that the photon polarization is transversal (appendix C).
1.1 The Moyal product
Given two elds (x) and  (x), with x 2 R4 (Euclidean four-dimensional spacetime), we
dene the associative but noncommutative Moyal product
( ?  )(x) = ei @y@z (x+ y) (x+ z)

y=z=0
; (1.1)
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where @ denotes the four-component gradient1 and  a real antisymmetric matrix in R44
with dimensions of length squared, which we assume to be nondegenerate. The elements 
of the noncommutativity matrix  set a deformation of the usual commutative spacetime:
under this ?-product the coordinates now satisfy the commutation relation [x; x ] :=
x ? x   x ? x = 2i .
From denition (1.1) one can formally derive the useful expressions
 ?  = L() = (x+ i@) ; (1.2)
= R( ) =  (x  i@) ; (1.3)
where L and R denote left- and right-Moyal multiplication, respectively. It is sometimes
convenient to make use of the representation of Moyal multiplication in Fourier space,
F(1 ? 2 ? 3 ? : : :)(p) =
Z
dp1dp2dp3 : : :  (p1 + p2 + p3 + : : :  p) 
 ~1(p1) ~2(p2) ~3(p3) : : : e i
P
i<j pipj : (1.4)
Both the symbols F() and ~ are used for the Fourier transform of a function . The
overlined dp means d4p=(2)4; we also use an overline in Dirac delta functions to represent
a factor (2)4, so that  = (2)4 . Note that in Fourier space the eect of noncommutativ-
ity amounts to a phase | known as twisting factor | involving all products of momenta
pipj . Since the twisting factor is not invariant under any permutation of momenta but
only under cyclic ones, then each interaction vertex involved in a particular process in
the commutative theory gives rise to many dierent inequivalent processes in the non-
commutative theory. In Feynman diagram language, this means that a given diagram in
commutative spacetime corresponds in Moyal spacetime to dierent contributions accord-
ing to the non-cyclic interchanges of the elds attached to each vertex of the diagram. In
accordance with all these possible interchanges, diagrams can be planar or non-planar and
thus present very dierent physical consequences.
Let us nally mention that under the integral sign the following two properties hold:Z
R4
dx  ?  =
Z
R4
dx  ; (1.5)Z
R4
dx  ?  ?  =
Z
R4
dx  ?  ?  : (1.6)
The rst property is a consequence of the fact that the dierence between the Moyal
product and the ordinary commutative product is a total derivative, and it implies that in
noncommutative theories terms in the action that are quadratic in the elds do not need to
involve Moyal product. The second property is an immediate consequence of the rst one.
2 U?(1) gauge eld theory
There exists a mathematically rigorous formulation of classical noncommutative gauge
theories [14, 15]. In this section we just introduce some basic concepts of pure U?(1),
1To avoid cluttering we will most frequently omit the indices of matrices and four vectors; for instance,
expression @ represents @ , x@ represents x@ , etc.
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the generalization of U(1) gauge theory to noncommutative Moyal spacetime. As we will
see, even in the absence of matter, the noncommutativity of Moyal spacetime introduces
self-interactions for the photons; the resulting theory is, in many aspects, much like pure
non-abelian Yang-Mills theory.
To begin, let us consider the function
U(x) = e
i(x)
? = 1 + i(x)  1
2
(x) ? (x) + : : : (2.1)
whose Moyal inverse, U ? U 1 = U 1 ? U = 1, is given by U 1 = e i(x)? . Such function
denes a transformation of a gauge eld A(x) as
A(x)! U ? A ? U 1 + i U ? @U 1 : (2.2)
Consequently, the covariant derivative
D = @   iA (2.3)
and the eld strength
F = i [D; D ] = @A   @A   i [A; A ] (2.4)
(where, as before, [A; A ] = A ? A   A ? A) transform covariantly under U?(1), i.e.,
D ! U ?D ?U 1 and F ! U ?F ?U 1. With these ingredients we can now construct
the following invariant action
S[A] =
1
4e2
Z
R4
dx F ? F ; (2.5)
where e2 is the bare coupling constant. Since F contains both linear and quadratic
terms in the gauge eld A, the action S[A] involves cubic and quartic self-interactions
for the photons. There is thus an evident similarity between noncommutative U?(1) and
commutative non-abelian Yang-Mills theories that, as we will see, manifests also in the
quantization of the theory.
In Fourier space, the action reads
S[A] =
1
2e2
Z
d A()A( )

 
2   
	
+
  1
e2
Z
d1d2d3  (1 + 2 + 3) A(1)A(2)A(3)
 3
n
ei
P
i<j ij   e i
P
i<j ij
o
+
+
1
2e2
Z
d1d2d3d4  (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) e
i
P
i<j ij 
 fA(1)A(2)A(3)A(4) A(1)A(2)A(3)A(4)g : (2.6)
The quadratic term describes a massless eld with a transverse propagator. The cubic
self-interaction corresponds to the term @A ? [A; A ] whereas the quartic one to the
dierence between the terms A ?A ?A ?A and A ?A ?A ?A . Of course, for  = 0
all interactions vanish and we are left with the usual free QED.
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3 The background eld method
In order to study the one-loop eective action of U?(1) we consider a xed arbitrary back-
ground A(x) and write the gauge eld as A(x)+a(x), so now the quantum uctuations
of the eld are represented by a(x). If we perform this shift in the action (2.5), the terms
which are quadratic in the quantum eld read
S(2) =
1
2e2
Z
R4
dx f a[D ; [D ; a]]  [D; a][D ; a ] + 2i a[F ; a ]g ; (3.1)
where now the covariant derivative D and the eld strength F depend exclusively on
the background eld A. If, in addition, we choose the gauge condition [D; a] = 0 and
introduce the corresponding gauge xing term (proportional to [D; a]
2) in the Feynman-
't Hooft gauge, then the second term in (3.1) cancels and the quadratic part of the action
takes the simpler form
S(2)gauge =
1
2e2
Z
R4
dx a 
2Sgauge a ; (3.2)
where the nonlocal operator 2Sgauge is given by
2Sgauge =   [D; [D;  ]] + 2i [F ;  ] : (3.3)
This gauge choice is essential to get a minimal operator. In terms of left- and right-Moyal
multiplications this operator can also be written as
2Sgauge =   f@   iL(A) + iR(A)g2 + 2i fL(F) R(F)g
=   f@   iA(x+ i@) + iA(x  i@)g2 +
+ 2i fF(x+ i@)  F(x  i@)g ; (3.4)
acting on four-component functions a(x) 2 R4  L2(R4). As already mentioned, the rst
term in (3.4) is diagonal in the ; -indices, but the second term has an internal structure
that mixes these indices by means of the antisymmetric expression F . The term \gauge"
in 2Sgauge is used to remark that it represents the quantum uctuations of the gauge eld
and that it does not take into account the contributions of the ghost elds. However, for
the chosen gauge, the corresponding ghost operator is simply given by
2Sghost =  f@   iL(A) + iR(A)g2
=  f@   iA(x+ i@) + iA(x  i@)g2 ; (3.5)
acting on one-component Grassmann elds c(x); c(x). The ghost operator thus coincides
with the diagonal part of the gauge operator (cfr. eq. (3.4)): this turns out to be quite
helpful in the computation of the eective action below.
The one-loop eective action can then be expressed in terms of the functional deter-
minant of these operators
 [A] =   log Det  12 2Sgauge	  log Det2Sghost	 : (3.6)
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We nally regularize these determinants by means of the heat-traces of the quantum uc-
tuation operators
 [A] =  1
2
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2

Tr e  
2Sgauge   2 Tr e  2Sghost

: (3.7)
Note that we have introduced both an IR and an UV regulator m and  which prevent
the integral to diverge at respectively large and small values of the Schwinger proper time
. Expression (3.7) shows one of the advantages of this formulation, namely that one can
easily take account of the ghost contributions. Indeed, by means of the heat-trace, gauge
contributions to the eective action arise from the exponentiation of the two terms in (3.4).
If we expand this exponential in powers of the elds, there are terms which involve F
(from the second term in (3.4)), that are not present in the ghost heat-trace, and terms
which are constructed only from powers of the rst term, which do appear also in the ghost
part. In the gauge heat-trace, these latter terms are multiplied by 4 | due to the trace in
the R4 part of R4L2(R4) | whereas in the ghost part the same terms are just multiplied
by the  2 coecient of expression (3.7). Hence, we can consider only the gauge part,
multiplying by a factor 2 those terms which do not involve F and leaving unmodied
those terms which contain F ; once this prescription is followed, the ghost contribution is
automatically incorporated.
4 Worldline determination of the heat-trace
In this section we determine the heat-trace Tr e  2Sgauge of the nonlocal operator 2Sgauge
using the worldline formalism. In terms of phase space path integrals the trace can be
written as
Tr e  
2Sgauge = tr
Z
R4
dx hxje  2Sgauge jxi
= tr
Z
R4
dx
Z
Dx(t)Dp(t) e 
R 
0 dtf ip(t) _x(t)+2SW (x(t);p(t))g ; (4.1)
where the trajectories x(t) satisfy x(0) = x() = x. The expression \tr" denotes the
trace over ; -indices in the R4 part of R4  L2(R4). The function 2SW (x(t); p(t)) is
obtained by replacing x ! x(t) and @ ! ip(t) in the Weyl-ordered expression of the
operator 2Sgauge. Weyl ordering is required by the midpoint prescription in the time-slicing
denition of the path integral. Nevertheless one can show from a formal Taylor expansion
that for any pair of functions ;  the operators (x+ i@),  (x  i@), the mixed product
(x+ i@)  (x  i@) and also the symmetrized expressions @  (x+ i@) + (x+ i@)  @
and @   (x   i@) +  (x   i@)  @ are already Weyl-ordered; this means that no extra
terms are needed in order to write them as completely symmetrized expressions of the the
operators x and @. Hence,
2SW (x; p) = fp+A(x+ p) A(x  p)g2 +
  2i fF(x+ p)  F(x  p)g : (4.2)
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Note that the rst term contains squares of the gauge eld which must be read as con-
ventional Moyal squares (A2?)(y), evaluated at the operators y = x  p, i.e. (A2?)(x  p)
are regular functions of operators x p. Therefore, by expressing them in terms of their
Taylor expansions, one can promptly check that they are written in Weyl-ordered form |
see discussion in [11] for further details.
It is now convenient to rescale the proper time parameter as t! t and to redene the
trajectories as x(t)! x+p x(t) and p(t)! p(t)=p in terms of dimensionless functions
of the rescaled proper time t 2 [0; 1]. Note that the projection of the trajectories onto the
conguration space now represents perturbations around the xed position x so that x(t)
satises homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, x(0) = x(1) = 0. After these redenitions the
heat-trace can be written as
Tr e  
2Sgauge =
= N () tr
Z
R4
dx

e
  R 10 dtn 2p p(t) [A(+) A( )]+[A(+) A( )]2 2i [F (+) F ( )]o ; (4.3)
where the signs () indicate that the eld must be evaluated at x +p x(t)  p(t)=p,
and F represents the tensor eld F . The mean value in (4.3) is dened as
h : : : i =
Z
Dx(t)Dp(t) e 
R 1
0 dtfp2 ip _xg : : :Z
Dx(t)Dp(t) e 
R 1
0 dtfp2 ip _xg
; (4.4)
where the normalization has been chosen so that h1i = 1. The subsequent normalization
factor N () can be determined from the value of the heat-trace in the free case. Indeed,
for A(x) = 0 we obtain
Tr e  
2Sgauge = N () tr
Z
R4
dx h1i
= Tr e  ( @)
2
=
Z
R4
dx
1
(4)2
4 : (4.5)
In conclusion, we obtain for the heat-trace
Tr e  
2Sgauge =
=
1
(4)2
tr
Z
R4
dx

e
  R 10 dtn 2p p(t) [A(+) A( )]+[A(+) A( )]2? 2i [F (+) F ( )]o :
(4.6)
The ?-symbol reminds us that, as discussed below eq. (4.2), the squares correspond to
Moyal multiplication.
5 The eective action
We have now all the ingredients to write down an expression for the eective action from
which n-point functions can be computed in terms of worldline mean values. Replacing (4.6)
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into (3.7) we obtain, after expanding the exponential,
 [A] =  1
2
Z 1
 2
d

e m2
(4)2
1X
n=1
( )n
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 : : :
Z tn 1
0
dtn 
 ~tr
Z
R4
dx
*
nY
i=1

2p

p(ti)V
A
 (ti) + V
AA(ti)  2i V F(ti)
+
; (5.1)
where we have dened the vertex functions
V A (t) = A(+) A( ) ; (5.2)
V AA(t) = (A ? A)(+) + (A ? A)( )  2A(+)A( ) ; (5.3)
V F(t) = F(+)  F( ) : (5.4)
The signs  between brackets indicate that the eld is evaluated at x+p x(t)p(t)=p,
respectively. The symbol ~tr means that for the diagonal terms in the expansion (i.e. for
those that do not contain V F) the trace amounts to a simple multiplicative factor of 2:
this automatically takes into account of the ghost part of the heat-trace, as explained at
the end of section 3. Note also that the term n = 0, being eld-independent, has been
omitted.
Expression (5.1) allows the successive computation of n-point functions according to
the number of powers of the gauge eld, taking into account that the vertex V A is linear in
A, V
AA is quadratic, and V F contains both linear and quadratic terms in A. Whenever
a term in a product of vertices contains elds evaluated either at (+)-type or ( )-type
arguments only, its contribution to the eective action corresponds to a planar Feynman
diagram. On the contrary, products of elds evaluated at dierent types of arguments give
the contributions of non-planar diagrams.
In the next section we will use the worldline approach to indicate how to compute the
phase space mean value in this master formula.
6 Mean values
The master formula (5.1) requires the calculation of mean values of the formZ
R4
dx
*
nY
i=1
Vi

x+
p
 x(ti)i p(ti)=
p

+
; (6.1)
where each of the functions V1; V2; : : : ; Vn represents a eld contained either in V
AA or V F ;
later in this section we will consider mean values which also contain elds from the vertex
V A . Recall that the double sign i indicates that the eld Vi comes from the right- or
left-Moyal multiplication, respectively. In terms of Fourier transforms this quantity can be
written as Z
R4n
d1 : : : dn (
P
i) ~V1(1) : : : ~Vn(n)


e
i
Pn
i=1
p
 x(ti)i+
1p

p(ti)i

i=ii
; (6.2)
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where the delta function that enforces the conservation of the total momentum is due to
the integral over the \zero-mode" x. The mean value in the presence of arbitrary external
sources j(t); k(t) coupled to the elds x(t); p(t) can be readily computed after the standard
procedure of completing squares and inverting the dierential operator of the resulting
quadratic form. The result readsD
ei
R 1
0
dtfk(t)p(t)+j(t)x(t)g
E
=
R Dx(t)Dp(t) e  R 10 dtfp2 ip _xg ei R 10 dtfkp+jxgR Dx(t)Dp(t) e  R 10 dt fp2 ip _xg
= exp

 
Z Z
dtdt0

1
4
k(t)k(t0)+g(t; t0)j(t)j(t0)+
i
2
h(t; t0)k(t)j(t0)

;
(6.3)
where h(t; t0) and g(t; t0) are elements of the Green's matrix
D 1(t; t0) =
 
1
2
i
2h(t; t
0)
i
2h(t
0; t) 2g(t; t0)
!
;
which is the inverse of the phase space kinetic operator with x(t) satisfying homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.
g(t; t0) =  1
2
jt  t0j   tt0 + 1
2
(t+ t0) ;
h(t; t0) = 2@tg(t; t0) =  (t  t0)  2t0 + 1 :
However, as shown in the appendix A, expression (6.2), and ultimately the eective action,
can be equivalently computed using the homogeneous translationally-invariant Green's
function
G(t  t0) :=  1
2
jt  t0j+ 1
2
(t  t0)2 ; (6.4)
H(t  t0) := 2 _G(t  t0) =  (t  t0) + 2(t  t0) ; (6.5)
where () is the sign function. In turn this thus leads to the phase space worldline
propagators
hp(t)p(t0)i =  1
2
;
hx(t)x(t0)i =  2G(t  t0) ;
hp(t)x(t0)i =  i _G(t  t0) :
These propagators are the phase space counterparts of the \string-inspired" conguration
space propagator adopted in [10], and correspond to an alternative way of factoring out the
zero mode of the kinetic operator (see also [16] for a discussion on the factorization of the
worldline zero mode). Basically, in the expression (6.2), terms that involve the dierence
between the Dirichlet Green's function and the string-inspired one are proportional to the
total four-momentum, and hence vanish.
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The mean value in expression (6.2) can now be computed by replacing
k(t) :=  
1
2
nX
i=1
(t  ti) i ; (6.6)
j(t) := 
1
2
nX
i=1
(t  ti)i (6.7)
into expression (6.3); the result reads
e
i
Pn
i=1
p
 x(ti)i+
1p

p(ti)i

= e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+ Gij ij+i _Gij ijo ; (6.8)
where Gij := G(ti tj) and _Gij := _G(ti tj). Finally, expression (6.1) can now be written asZ
R4
dx
*
nY
i=1
Vi

x+
p
 x(ti)i p(ti)=
p

+
=
=
Z
R4n
d1 : : : dn (1 + : : :+ n) ~V1(1) : : : ~Vn(n)
 e 
P
i;j
n
1
4
(ii)(jj)+ Gij ij+i _Gij (ii)j
o
: (6.9)
Expression (5.1) also requires the calculation of mean values including the functions
p(ti)V
A
 (ti) for some ti,Z
R4
dx
*
2p

p(ta)
2p

p(tb) : : :
nY
i=1
Vi

x+
p
 x(ti)i p(ti)=
p

+
; (6.10)
where ta; tb; : : : belong to the set ft1; : : : ; tng; the corresponding elds are then Va = A(x+p
 x(ta) a p(ta)) and must be Lorentz-contracted with p(ta). In terms of Fourier
transforms this quantity can be written asZ
R4n
d1 : : : dn (1 + : : :+ n) ~V1(1) : : : ~Vn(n)
 ( 2i) @
@a
( 2i) @
@b
: : :

e
i
Pn
i=1
p
 x(ti)i+
1p

p(ti)i

i=ii
; (6.11)
so that expression (6.10) resultsZ
R4
dx
*
2p

p(ta)
2p

p(tb) : : :
nY
i=1
Vi

x+
p
 x(ti)i p(ti)=
p

+
=
=
Z
R4n
d1 : : : dn (1 + : : :+ n) ~V1(1) : : : ~Vn(n)
 ( 2i) @
@a
( 2i) @
@b
: : : e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+ Gij ij+i _Gij ijo
i=ii
:
(6.12)
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Note that, though not explicitly indicated, the elds ~Va(a); ~Vb(b); : : : contain Lorentz
indices that must be contracted with the Lorentz indices in the gradients @a ; @b ; : : :,
respectively.
Before concluding this section, let us make some comments regarding the Bern-Kosower
form factor
e
 Pi;jn 14 (ii)(jj)+ Gij ij+i _Gij (ii)jo ; (6.13)
that appears both in expression (6.9) and (6.12). The term
e 
P
i;j Gij ij (6.14)
is the resulting form factor for the commutative case,  = 0. After the usual small-
expansion | equivalent to a large-mass expansion | one obtains successive integer powers
of ij , which represent higher-order derivatives of the elds in the eective action.
Let us next consider the term2
e i
P
i;j
_Gij (ii)j = ei
P
i<j [(i)+(j)] [ 12 (ti tj)]ij ; (6.15)
which is independent of . Note that terms in the exponent involving indices i; j for which
i 6= j (i.e., corresponding to vertices Vi; Vj that act one by left- the other by right-
multiplication) vanish. In other words, the sum in the exponent of expression (6.15) only
involves pair of momenta of vertices which act both by left- or both by right-Moyal multi-
plication. Moreover, if all indices i have the same sign i (i.e., for a planar contribution),
due to momentum conservation, expression (6.15) reads
ei i
P
i<j ij ; (6.16)
which is the so-called twisting factor that gives the Moyal product of the vertices (see
eq. (1.4)). This means that for planar contributions, the full consequence of the term
linear in  in the exponent of expression (6.13) is to provide the ?-product of the elds.
If i =  , i.e. if all elds act by left-multiplication, then the ?-product must be written
according to time-ordering; if i = +, then the ?-product is reversed.
Finally, momentum conservation implies that the term
e
  1
4
P
i;j(ii)(jj) = e 
1
4 (
Pn
i=1(i)i)
2
(6.17)
gives no contribution if all indices i have the same sign i. Otherwise, assume that some
momenta | say 1; : : : ; l with 0 < l < n | correspond to vertices acting with left-Moyal
product; then expression (6.17) reads
e
  1
 jPli=1 ij2 : (6.18)
This is then a purely non-planar contribution, which appears as long as both left- and
right-Moyal products are present.
2Recall that, due to time-ordering in the Feynman path integral, ti > tj for i < j.
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In conclusion, for planar contributions one only gets the twisting factors (6.16), which
introduce time-ordered or reversed time-ordered Moyal products of the elds, and the
phase (6.14), which gives the usual series of higher-derivatives of the elds that is also
present in the commutative case. On the contrary, non-planar contributions also contain
terms as (6.18) which decrease faster than any power of  as  ! 1 and thus provide
an UV-regularization of the eective action. However, as seen from expression (6.18), this
regularization has no eect if the sum of momenta 1 + : : : + l vanishes, so the original
UV divergence turns into an IR divergence (UV/IR mixing).
An alternative approach to compute (6.1) is to Taylor expand the vertex functions Vi
around the zero-mode x, i.e. Vi(x+ z(ti)) = e
z(ti)@iVi(x), so that one getsZ
R4
dx
D
e
P
i(
p
x(ti)i 1p p(ti))@i
E
V1(x1)   Vn(xn)

x1==xn=x
=
Z
R4
dx e
P
i;j
n
1
4
(i)(j)+Gij+(i) _Gij
o
@i@jV1(x1)   Vn(xn)

x1==xn=x
; (6.19)
where @i is the gradient of the i-th vertex. This method might appear advantageous if
one wants to write the nal results in conguration space as it avoids a passage to Fourier
space. On the other hand in Fourier space it turns out to be relatively easier to spot
vanishing terms, and nonlocal contributions to the eective action involve functions of the
Fourier momenta rather than functions of the derivatives of elds. It thus appears more
natural in our context to work in Fourier space.
7 One-point function
As a rst example, let us compute the one-point function to show that there are no tadpole
contributions. Expression (5.1) indicates that the part of the eective action which is linear
in the gauge eld is given by the rst and the third terms in the mean value | i.e., linear
in V A and V
F
 , respectively | in the contribution corresponding to n = 1. In fact, since
F is traceless, we would only obtain a contribution from the former. However, applying
expression (6.12) for n = 1, we getZ
R4
dx

2p

p(t)A()

=
Z
R4
d () ~A() ( 2i) @
@
e
  1
4
2

=
= 0 : (7.1)
The whole one-point function thus vanishes, and then an expansion around the trivial vac-
uum would be justied. Nevertheless, we will see that this conguration becomes unstable
when non-planar contributions to the self-energy are considered.
8 Two-point function
In this section we study the one-loop two-point function. Let us consider rst the planar
contribution to the quadratic eective action  (2) arising from the mean value
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hV F(t1)V F(t2)i in expression (5.1) for n = 2,
1
82
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
R4
dx


V F(t1)V
F
(t2)

: (8.1)
Of course, since this term is quadratic in F it contains terms which are quadratic in A
but also cubic and quartic terms in the gauge eld. Using eq. (6.9) we compute the planar
part  
(2)
F of this expression, which receives equal contributions from the purely left- and
purely right-Moyal operators,
 
(2)
F =  
1
42
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
d1d2 (1 + 2)
 ~F(1) ~F(2) e 2 G12 12
=   1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
Z 1
 2
d
e m2

Z 1
0
dt t e  t(1 t)
2
: (8.2)
We have used momentum conservation and the vanishing of Gij at coincident times. The
integral over the Schwinger time  yields
 
(2)
F =  
1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
Z 1
0
dt t 

0;
m2 + t(1  t)2
2

: (8.3)
The UV-divergent part of such contribution can be obtained by extracting the O(0) term
in the last exponential in (8.2). Hence
 
(2)
F =  
1
82
 (0;m2=2)
Z
R4
dx F(x) ? F(x) + : : : ; (8.4)
where the dots represent UV-nite contributions.
On the other hand, the contribution to the quadratic eective action arising from the
mean value hV AA(t)i in expression (5.1), for n = 1, reads
1
162
Z 1
 2
d
2
e m
2
Z 1
0
dt
Z
R4
dx


V AA(t)

: (8.5)
Using again eq. (6.9), we obtain the planar part  
(2)
AA of this contribution,
 
(2)
AA =
1
82
Z 1
 2
d
2
e m
2
Z
d () ~A2?()
=
m2
82
 ( 1;m2=2)
Z
R4
dxA2?(x) ; (8.6)
This contribution would introduce a mass term for the gauge eld, which diverges as  2
in the UV limit. However, one more contribution remains to be computed which will cancel
the above quadratic divergence. This last contribution to  (2) corresponds to the mean
value hp(t1)p(t2)V A (t1)V A (t2)i in (5.1) for n = 2,
  1
162
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 

Z
R4
dx

2p

p(t1)V
A
 (t1)
2p

p(t2)V
A
 (t2)

: (8.7)
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The planar part  
(2)
A of this contribution, using now eq. (6.12), is given by
 
(2)
A =
1
42
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 

Z
d1d2 (1 + 2) ~A(1) ~A(2)
 @
@1
@
@2
e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+ Gij ij+i _Gij ijo
i= i
+ ( !  ) :
(8.8)
The last term in this expression represents the contribution of the operators acting by
right-multiplication. However, both contributions coincide and give
 
(2)
A =
1
22
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 

Z
d ~A() ~A( ) e2 G12 2

  1
2
   _G212 

: (8.9)
After an appropriate expansion of the exponential e2 G12 
2
for small  we compute the
divergent part of this expression,
 
(2)
A =
1
22
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
d ~A() ~A( ) 


  1
2

 
1 + 2 G12 
2 + : : :
  _G212  (1 + : : :)
=  m
2
82
 ( 1;m2=2)
Z
R4
dxA2?(x) +
  1
482
 (0;m2=2)
Z
R4
dxA(x)

 @
2   @@
	
A(x) + : : : ; (8.10)
where the dots represent UV-nite contributions. Note that the rst term exactly cancels
the contribution of  
(2)
AA (see eq. (8.6)) so there are no quadratic divergences, as expected
from gauge invariance.
Collecting all the divergences arising from  
(2)
F ,  
(2)
AA and  
(2)
A we obtain
 (2) =
11
482
log (2=m2)
Z
R4
dxA(x)

 @
2   @@
	
A(x) + : : : ; (8.11)
where the dots represent UV-nite terms.
8.1 The -function
As shown in expression (8.11), there are no quadratic UV divergences in the self-energy,
so quantum uctuations do not generate a mass term, which would break U?(1) symme-
try; instead, there is a logarithmic divergence which is removed by a charge renormal-
ization [17]. Moreover, expression (8.11) is consistent with the transversality required by
gauge symmetry.
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The UV divergence in the quadratic part of the one-loop eective action can be removed
by a redenition of the physical coupling constant e2R in the classical action (2.5), namely
1
2e2R
=
1
2e2
  11
482
log (2=m2) ; (8.12)
or, equivalently,
e2R = e
2

1 +
11
242
e2 log (2=m2)

: (8.13)
From this expression the -function results
(e) :=  @e() =   11
242
e3 : (8.14)
This expression, which shows that the theory is asymptotically free [18, 19], coincides
with the -function of pure Yang-Mills with a quadratic Casimir equal to 2 in the adjoint
representation.
At this point it is worth remarking an advantage of the background eld method: as in
ordinary (commutative) Yang-Mills theory, the -function can be obtained directly from the
divergences of the two-point function. In spite of this, to further illustrate the application
of the master formula (5.1), we will verify in appendix B that the same renormalization of
the coupling constant is obtained either from the 3- or the 4-point functions.
8.2 UV-nite part of the planar contributions to the self-energy
The nite part of the photon self-energy receives contributions which have been omitted in
the previous calculations (see eqs. (8.2) and (8.9)) as well as contributions corresponding
to non-planar diagrams, which will be considered in the next section.
Let us rst consider the UV-nite contributions from eq. (8.2) to the planar part  
(2)
F ,
  1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
Z 1
0
d
e m2

Z 1
0
dt t

e  t(1 t)
2   1

=   1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
1X
n=1
( 1)n  (n) (n+ 2)
 (2n+ 3)

2
m2
n
=   1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
(
1 
r
1 +
4m2
2
arcsinh
r
2
4m2
)
: (8.15)
Note that we have removed the UV-cuto by taking  ! 1. If we consider the limit
m2 ! 0 as well, we obtain
  1
42
Z
d ~F() ~F( )

1  1
2
log (2=m2) +O(m2=2)

: (8.16)
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Let us next consider the UV-nite contributions from eq. (8.9) to the planar contibu-
tion  
(2)
A ,
1
22
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
Z 1
0
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 

(
  1
2

1X
n=2
(2 G12 
2)n
 (n+ 1)
  _G212 
1X
n=1
(2 G12 
2)n
 (n+ 1)
)
=
1
242
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
 
 
2   


(
4m2
2
+
4
3
 

1 +
4m2
2
 3
2
arcsinh
r
2
4m2
)
: (8.17)
In the limit m2 ! 0 this expression gives
1
242
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
 
 
2   



4
3
  1
2
log (2=m2) +O(m2=2)

: (8.18)
Altogether, expressions (8.16) and (8.18) give for the nite part of the planar contribu-
tions to  (2)Z
d ~A() ~A( )
 
 
2   
 11
482
log (2=m2)  4
92
+O(m2=2)

: (8.19)
In consequence, there is a planar UV-nite but IR-divergent contribution to the eective
action given by
  11
482
log (2=m2)
Z
R4
dxA(x)

 @
2   @@
	
A(x) : (8.20)
As is the case of ordinary comutative Yang-Mills theories, the dependence on the IR-cuto
m2 can be cancelled by the corresponding term in eq. (8.11).
8.3 Non-planar contributions to the photon self-energy
To conclude our analysis of the photon self-energy, we study the non-planar contributions
from the three types of quadratic terms in eq. (5.1), given by expressions (8.1), (8.5)
and (8.7).
According to eq. (6.9), the non-planar part of expression (8.1) is given by
 
(2)NP
F =
1
42
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt t

Z
d ~F() ~F( ) e 
1

()2  t(1 t)2
: (8.21)
Integrating in  we obtain
 
(2)NP
F =
1
22
Z
d ~F() ~F( )
Z 1
0
dt t K0(2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj) : (8.22)
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Let us consider next the non-planar contribution from expression (8.5),
 
(2)NP
AA =  
1
82
Z 1
0
d
e m2
2
Z 1
0
dt
Z
d ~A() ~A( ) e 
1

()2
=   1
42
Z
d ~A() ~A( ) mjj K1(2mjj) : (8.23)
This term would give a quadratic IR divergence with a tensorial structure  . However,
there is still one more contribution which completely cancels this term. In fact, using
eq. (6.12), the non-planar contribution from expression (8.7) reads
 
(2)NP
A =  
1
22
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
 e  1 ()2+2 G12 2

  1
2
 +
1
2
()()   _G212 

: (8.24)
After integrating in  we obtain
 
(2)NP
A =
1
22
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
Z 1
0
dt t

(

p
m2 + t(1  t)2
jj K1

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj

+
  2()()

m2 + t(1  t)2
()2

K2

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj

+
+
1
2
 (1  2t)2 K0

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj

: (8.25)
Next, we use the identity (C.2) derived in appendix C to write this expression in the
simplied form
 
(2)NP
A =
1
42
Z
d ~A() ~A( )


m
jj K1 (2mjj) +
 
Z 1
0
dt t
n
(1  2t)2   2    K0 2pm2 + t(1  t)2 jj+
+ 4()()

m2 + t(1  t)2
()2

K2

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj
o
:
(8.26)
Note that, as already mentioned, the rst term in this expression exactly cancels the whole
contribution of  
(2)NP
AA , given by (8.23). The remaining terms, together with  
(2)NP
F (cfr.
eq. (8.22)), give all non-planar contributions to the photon self-energy,
 
(2)
NP =
1
2
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
Z 1
0
dt t

( 
 
2   
 "
1 

1
2
  t
2#
K0

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj

+
  ()()

m2 + t(1  t)2
()2

K2

2
p
m2 + t(1  t)2 jj
)
:
(8.27)
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Let us make some remarks regarding the content of this expression. Of course, the diver-
gences of the Bessel functions for small values of  are a direct indication of the UV/IR
mixing phenomenon and the consequent non-analyticity in . However, the two terms in
braces in expression (8.27) present a quite dierent IR behaviour.
The term which has the tensorial structure ( 
2   ) shows a logarithmic IR
divergence, even for m2 6= 0, of the form
  11
482
Z
d ~A() ~A( )
 
 
2   

log
 
m2 ()2

+ : : : : (8.28)
This result displays the correspondence between logarithmic IR divergences in non-planar
contributions and UV divergences of the corresponding planar part [3, 21]. In addition,
there are other tensorial structures in the non-planar part of the self-energy of the form
()() which, for small momentum , give [20]
  1
42
Z
d ~A() ~A( ) ()()
()4
+ : : : : (8.29)
This quadratic IR divergence is not in correspondence with the UV divergence of the planar
contributions [21, 22]. In any case, all tensor structures in expression (8.27) are transversal,
in accordance with gauge symmetry. Note that this analysis can be carried out even for
m2 6= 0.
In the limit m2 ! 0, expression (8.27) can be cast into the form
 
(2)
NP =
Z
d ~A() ~A( )

( 
 
2   

 (jjjj) + ()()
()4
 (jjjj)
)
; (8.30)
where
(z) =
1
82 z3
n
(4z2 + 1) (cosh z Shi z   sinh z Chi z) +
+ z (cosh z Chi z   sinh z Shi z)  z
o
; (8.31)
and
(z) =   1
82 z
n
(z2 + 3) (cosh z Shi z   sinh z Chi z) +
+ 3z (cosh z Chi z   sinh z Shi z)  z
o
; (8.32)
the functions Shi;Chi denote the hyperbolic sine and cosine integrals, respectively. Note that
 (jjjj) =   11
242
log (jjjj) + : : : ; (8.33)
 (jjjj) =   1
42
+ : : : ; (8.34)
as the external momentum  ! 0. The coecient  11
242
in the logarithmic divergence (8.33)
is related, as already mentioned, with the UV divergence of the planar contributions to
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the self-energy and thus provides the -function of pure U?(1). On the other hand, the
negative sign in (8.34) leads to the tachyonic instability originally described in [3] and [21].
In conclusion, expression (8.27) for the non-planar contributions to the self-energy
shows that the polarization tensor is transversal, despite including a non-standard tensor
structure ()() , which is not Lorentz invariant. The photon propagator diverges at
low energies, even when the IR-regulator is mantained, as a consequence of UV/IR mixing.
9 Conclusions
We have applied the worldline formalism to pure noncommutative U(1) gauge theory. The
gauge invariance of the background eld method yields a much more ecient computational
tool in relation with the usual calculation of Feynman diagrams. In particular, the -
function | corresponding to the renormalization of the electric charge | can be computed
directly from the (UV or IR) divergences of the photon self-energy. We have checked that
the same charge renormalization is obtained from the 3- and 4-point functions. The result
reproduces U?(1) asymptotic freedom [18, 19].
As an illustration of the eciency of the method, we studied the two-point func-
tion, introducing both an UV- and an IR-cuto, and we explicitly computed the photon
self-energy for any value of the external momentum; the well-known behaviour for large
and small momenta is reproduced. The polarization tensor is transversal although a non-
standard tensorial structure, which is not present in Lorentz invariant models, arises due
to non-planar contributions. Logarithmic IR divergences manifest the expected correspon-
dence with UV singularities [3, 21]. However, there are also quadratic IR divergences, which
do not have an UV counterpart and lead to the tachyonic instability described in [3, 21].
All results were obtained without removing the IR-cuto m2.
Concerning the implementation of the worldline formalism in this nonlocal gauge the-
ory, there are two technical issues that are worth mentioning. The use of phase space path
integrals to determine spectral quantities of nonlocal operators appears promising as long
as one can overcome the diculties originated in the ordering ambiguities of noncommuting
operators. Of course, this also happens in local theories: the computation of the corre-
sponding counterterms is an unavoidable task in the application of the worldline formalism
to quantum elds on curved spacetimes [23]. We have shown that the nonlocal operators
relevant in noncommutative gauge theories are already Weyl-ordered so, remarkably, no
counterterms have to be introduced if one appropriately expresses all operators in terms
of Moyal products. The second point we would like to address is the independence of the
trace computation on the worldline Green's function (proved in appendix A); this allowed
us to exploit translation invariance (in the worldline proper time) to notably simplify all
calculations.
The present study of a noncommutative gauge theory from the worldline perspective
has proved very ecient in the computation of the eective action. Our research program
goes on into the study of noncommutative gauge elds in the Grosse-Wulkenhaar context
with worldline techniques.
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Finally, it would also be quite interesting to apply the present worldline approach to
the study of noncommutative extensions of Einstein gravity [24, 25]. In fact the approach
described in the present manuscript was already used to study commutative perturbative
quantum gravity [26].
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A Worldline Green's functions
In this section we compare the mean valueD
ei
R 1
0 dtfk(t)p(t)+j(t)x(t)g
E
=
R Dx(t)Dp(t) e  R 10 dtfp2 ip _xg ei R 10 dtfkp+jxgR Dx(t)Dp(t) e  R 10 dt fp2 ip _xg ; (A.1)
as computed for two types of conditions on the phase space trajectories x(t); p(t). Firstly,
we will study trajectories with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions in conguration space,
x(0) = x(1) = 0. Secondly, we will impose periodic boundary conditions on both x(t)
and p(t); however, since these conditions involve a zero mode, we will integrate over the
subspace of trajectories which are orthogonal to this zero mode.
Let us rst write expression (A.1) as
D
ei
R 1
0 dtfk(t)p(t)+j(t)x(t)g
E
=
R DZ(t) e  12 R 10 dtZ(t)T DZ(t) ei R 10 dtZ(t)T J(t)R DZ(t) e  R 10 dtZ(t)T DZ(t) ; (A.2)
where Z(t) denote trajectories in phase space and J(t) the corresponding external sources,
Z(t) =
 
p(t)
x(t)
!
; J(t) =
 
k(t)
j(t)
!
: (A.3)
We have also dened the matricial operator
D =
 
2  i@t
i@t 0
!
: (A.4)
Under Dirichlet boundary conditions D is symmetric and invertible. Its inverse is given by
D 1Dir =
 
1
2   i2(t  t0)  it0 + i2
i
2(t  t0)  it+ i2  jt  t0j   2tt0 + t+ t0
!
: (A.5)
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On the other hand, for string-inspired (periodic) boundary conditions D is also symmetric
but has a zero mode,
Z0(t) =
 
0
1
!
; (A.6)
and is therefore not invertible. However, the inverse in the subspace orthogonal to Z0(t) is
given by
D 1per =
 
1
2   i2(t  t0) + i(t  t0)
i
2(t  t0)  i(t  t0)  jt  t0j   2tt0 + t2 + t02 + 16
!
: (A.7)
We can now complete squares in expression (A.2) and express the mean value in terms of
the inverse operators D 1. The result readsD
ei
R 1
0 dtfk(t)p(t)+j(t)x(t)g
E
=e 
1
2
R 1
0 dt J(t)
T D 1 J(t)
=exp

 
ZZ
dtdt0

1
4
k(t)k(t0)+g(t; t0)j(t)j(t0)+
i
2
h(t; t0)k(t)j(t0)

;
(A.8)
with
g(t; t0) :=  1
2
jt  t0j   tt0 + 1
2
t+
1
2
t0 ; (A.9)
h(t; t0) := 2@tg(t; t0) =  (t  t0)  2t0 + 1 ; (A.10)
for Dirichlet boundary conditions and
gper(t; t
0) :=  1
2
jt  t0j   tt0 + 1
2
t2 +
1
2
t02 +
1
12
; (A.11)
hper(t; t
0) := 2@tgper(t; t0) =  (t  t0) + 2(t  t0) ; (A.12)
for string-inspired boundary conditions. Note that if the mean value (A.8) is used to
compute the heat-trace then both for Dirichlet and for string-inspired boundary conditions
the external current satises Z 1
0
dt j(t) = 0 : (A.13)
In the case of Dirichlet conditions such restriction results from the fact that the heat-
trace involves an integration over the conguration space variable x that enforces (A.13).
For string-inspired boundary conditions the same constraint arises from the integration
over the zero mode. In both cases, in Fourier space, condition (A.13) corresponds to the
conservation of the total four-momentum. It is clear that under condition (A.13), the mean
value (A.8) does not depend on the chosen boundary conditions. On the other hand, if one
computes local quantities the dierence between both types of boundary conditions arises
in total derivative terms.
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Finally, since under condition (A.13) terms in g(t; t0) which depend only on t or on
t0 (but not on both), as well as terms in h(t; t0) which do not depend on t0, are irrelevant
in (A.8), we can instead use the simplied Green's functions:
G(t  t0) :=  1
2
jt  t0j+ 1
2
(t  t0)2 ; (A.14)
H(t  t0) := 2 _G(t  t0) =  (t  t0) + 2(t  t0) ; (A.15)
that are homogeneous string-inspired Green's functions.
B 3- and 4-point functions
In this appendix we compute the remaining UV divergences of the one-loop eective action
which, as shown by expression (5.1), are due exclusively to planar contributions to the 3-
and 4-point functions.
Only three types of cubic terms in expression (5.1) give UV-divergent contributions:
terms of the form (V A)3, of the form V A V AA, and the term (V F )2, already computed
in (8.4). The rst of these terms gives the following contribution:
1
162
Z 1
 2
d e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3 

Z
R4
dx

2p

p(t1)V
A
 (t1)
2p

p(t2)V
A
 (t2)
2p

p(t3)V
A
 (t3)

=
i
22
Z 1
 2
d e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3
Z
d1d2d3 
 (1 + 2 + 3) ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A (3) e 
P
i;j Gij ij 
 @
@1
@
@2
@
@3
e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+i _Gij ijo
i= i
  ( !  ) : (B.1)
As already discussed, the only eect of the Bern-Kosower form factor is to implement the
(time-ordered) ?-product of the elds, apart from the -independent term, which is O(0).
The three derivatives give a leading contribution (for small ) of the form i2 
_G3jj ,
together with the corresponding permutations. The divergent contribution then reads
  1
42
log (2=m2)
Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) 
 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A (3)
n
ei
P
i<j ij   e i
P
i<j ij
o


Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3
n
 _G3jj +  _G2jj +  _G1jj
o
=   1
242
log (2=m2)
Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) 
 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3)3
n
ei
P
i<j ij   e i
P
i<j ij
o
:
(B.2)
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The second type of divergent contribution to the three-point function is given by
  1
162
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2 

Z
R4
dx

2p

p(t1)V
A
 (t1)V
AA(t2) + (t1 $ t2)

: (B.3)
However, the planar part of this expression represents the dierence between the mean
values hpAA2?i for both signs of . But, as we have seen, the only eect of  in this planar
mean value is to provide the ?-product between A and A
2
? which, under the integral sign,
can be removed. Therefore, the dierence between the term with  and the term with  
vanishes.
In consequence, the contribution computed in (B.2) together with the cubic part
of (8.4) gives the full UV divergence of the three-point function,
11
242
log (2=m2)
Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) 
 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3)3

ei
P
i<j ij   e i
P
i<j ij

: (B.4)
This logarithmically divergent contribution can be absorbed in the cubic term of expres-
sion (2.6) by the same innite redenition of the coupling constant e2R given in (8.13) and
derived from the divergences of the photon self-energy.
We nally check that the same charge renormalization is obtained from the studies of
the divergences of the four-point function. The terms that contribute to these divergences
are of the form (V A)4, (V A)2V AA, (V AA)2, and (V F )2. The latter was already computed
in (8.4). Let us thus compute the other three contributions. The rst one reads
  1
162
Z 1
 2
d  e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1 : : :
Z t3
0
dt4 

Z
R4
dx

2p

p(t1)V
A
 (t1) : : :
2p

p(t4)V
A
 (t4)

=   1
2
Z 1
 2
d  e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1 : : :
Z t3
0
dt4
Z
d1 : : : d4 
 (1 + : : :+ 4) ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A (3) ~A!(4) e 
P
i;j Gij ij 
 @
@1
: : :
@
@4!
e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+i _Gij ijo
i= i
+ ( !  ) : (B.5)
After performing the four derivatives, the leading contribution (for small ) is of the form
(  12 )2 !, together with the corresponding permutations. Therefore, the divergent
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part of this contribution reads
  1
962
log (2=m2)
Z
d1 : : : d4 (1 + : : :+ 4) 
 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A (3) ~A!(4)

ei
P
i<j ij + e i
P
i<j ij


 f! + ! + !g
=   1
482
log (2=m2)
Z
d1 : : : d4 (1 + : : :+ 4) e
i
P
i<j ij 


2 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3) ~A(4)+ ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3) ~A(4)

:
(B.6)
The contribution of the term of the form (V A)2V AA is given by
1
162
Z 1
 2
d e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3
Z
R4
dx


2p

p(t1)V
A
 (t1)
2p

p(t2)V
A
 (t2) V
AA(t3) + (t2 $ t3) + (t1 $ t3)

=   1
42
Z 1
 2
d e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3 

Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A
2
?(3) e
 Pi;j Gij ij 

 
@
@1
@
@2
e
 Pi;jn 14 ij+i _Gij ijo
i= i
+ (2 $ 3) + (1 $ 3)
!
+
+ ( !  ) : (B.7)
After performing the derivatives, the leading contribution is given by   12  so the diver-
gent part of this contribution reads
1
82
log (2=m2)
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z t2
0
dt3 

Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A
2
?(3)


ei
P
i<j ij + e i
P
i<j ij + (2 $ 3) + (1 $ 3)

=
1
82
log (2=m2)
Z
d1d2d3 (1 + 2 + 3) 
 ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A2?(3) ei
P
i<j ij : (B.8)
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Finally the contribution of the (V AA)2 term is given by
  1
162
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
R4
dx

 
V AA(t1) V
AA(t2)

=   1
82
Z 1
 2
d

e m
2
Z 1
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2
Z
d ~A2?() ~A
2
?( )e 
P
i;j Gij ij ; (B.9)
whose divergent part reads
  1
162
log (2=m2)
Z
d ~A2?()
~A2?( ) : (B.10)
Collecting the results of eqs. (B.6), (B.8), (B.10) and (8.4) we obtain for the UV divergence
of the 4-point function
  11
482
log (2=m2)
Z
d1 : : : d4 (1 + : : :+ 4) e
i
P
i<j ij 

n
~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3) ~A(4)  ~A(1) ~A(2) ~A(3) ~A(4)
o
;
(B.11)
which, as expected, is cancelled by the renormalization of the charge given by expres-
sion (8.13).
C Bessel functions
In this last appendix we prove an identity which we employed to get eq. (8.26) and show
that non-planar contributions to the self-energy are transversal. We begin by noting that
@t
n
t(1  2t)
p
m2 + t(1  t)2K1

2jj
p
m2 + t(1  t)2
o
=
=  jj2 t(1  2t)2K0

2jj
p
m2 + t(1  t)2

+
+ f(1  2t)  2tg
p
m2 + t(1  t)2K1

2jj
p
m2 + t(1  t)2

: (C.1)
Since the rst term in braces in the last line of this expression | proportional to (1   2t)
|is odd under the interchange t$ 1  t, then its integral in the interval t 2 [0; 1] vanishes;
the integral of the remaining terms give the mentioned identity,
m
2jj K1 (2mjj) =
Z 1
0
dt t

1
2
2 (1  2t)2K0

2jj
p
m2 + t(1  t)2

+
+
p
m2 + t(1  t)2
jj K1

2jj
p
m2 + t(1  t)2
)
:
(C.2)
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